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Speaker 1: Welcome to office hours, a production at the University of Pennsylvania's Office of 
University Communications. Through this series we bring you candid discussions with 
some of the campuses great minds. Dialogue that is a little more unbuttoned than you 
might find in a lecture hall. And yes, maybe even reminiscent of those quirky chats you 
had with your favorite professor during office hours. Today we knock on the door of 
Michael Horowitz, Professor of Political Science and Associate Director of Perry World 
House. Horowitz studies international relations, military politics and technology. Here 
he explains the fallout at the Iranian shoot down of a U.S. drone near the Strait of 
Hormuz in June. The unusual modern relationship between technology, the military and 
the markets as well as why he's a movies guy rather than a film guy.

Speaker 1: So how's your summer going?

Michael : Summer's going great. It's fun having some time to focus on getting research done and 
getting things set up for next year. I miss the students of course. Who doesn't?

Speaker 1: Yeah. So what is the research you're working on this summer?

Michael : So this summer I'm focusing on a couple of different research projects surrounding my 
broader agenda on how emerging technologies like artificial intelligence and robotics 
are shaping the world. I have a project going, looking at what public attitudes are like on 
artificial intelligence when people are more or less comfortable in using AI to replace 
people for things like say self driving cars or robotic surgery or even get a little 
terminator-y, autonomous weapons. What those sorts of things look like. What affects 
when the public is interested in those kinds of technologies and believes they'd be good 
for themselves or for the United States or for the world versus when is the public 
expressing a lot of skepticism?

Speaker 1: Are you finding the public is open minded about these things?

Michael : I think on the one hand. I think the funny thing about artificial intelligence as in thinking 
about it not from a building an algorithm perspective, but from how do people interact 
with the technology is that to start in some ways, most people's attitudes are shaped by 
the movies. Think about what's the iron law of American filmmaking. If you give a robot 
a brain and a gun, all of a sudden it decides it wants to destroy humanity. That says 
something about us in some ways and how we think about ourselves rather than about 
necessarily the robots with the brains and the guns.

Michael : But people's attitudes in this arena, like in other arenas, are mediated by their 
experiences. And so we see it in something like self driving cars where you have a lot of 
people that are super excited about the technology, but they would still like to drive. It's 
the other people that are bad drivers.

Speaker 1: Right.

Michael : Whereas in say ...
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Speaker 1: Always.

Michael : Yeah, of course. Where they're like, I'm a great driver. Whereas in a case like robotic 
surgery, in some ways the people seem a little more willing to personally delegate 
authority as well as ...

Speaker 1: Really?

Michael : Yeah. I mean I think about this as, I mean this is very initial research, but I think about 
this in some ways as a matter of delegation. So right now you drive your own car but 
you don't do your own surgery. So we're already used to having something else handle 
our surgery.

Speaker 1: But you're not awake for the surgery either so [crosstalk 00:03:28].

Michael : Sure. No, absolutely. But you're used to, it's like whether it's a person or a machine 
doing the surgery, the important thing is that you believe it will work effectively. And I 
think the precision required for surgery is something that we tend to think that what's 
the upside of machines? Often the upside of machines is that the precision, the fact they 
don't get tired, that they don't get angry. And for tasks that are repetitive. So in some 
ways it makes sense because you already have a surgeon do your surgery. Whereas with 
cars and you drive your own car now. The interesting thing and one of the things I want 
do a follow up survey actually the summer to try to tease out is, if my sort of theory 
about that is right, one of the things we should see is that people that use ride sharing 
apps more like Uber or Lyft or whatever, should actually be more interested then in self 
driving cars because they're already delegating control. They're driving themselves less 
and other people are carting them around more.

Speaker 1: I think the difference is delegating versus abdicating. You're giving up that control if it's 
your car.

Michael : Yeah.

Speaker 1: But I think you're probably right. That if you can ...

Michael : We'll see if I'm right.

Speaker 1: Avoid interactions with your Uber driver, then maybe that's fine.

Michael : No, absolutely. And then more broadly, one of the things I'm really interested in is how 
emerging technologies are shaping international politics. And there are two aspects of 
this that I think are particularly interesting. The first is that we are used to this world 
where military technology exists apart from civilian technology. Think about is stealth 
for example. Stealth technology that we use to America uses to make its aircraft hard to 
see by radar. Unless you're a bond villain or another country, you don't need stealth 
technology. There's no commercial use for stealth technology.
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Speaker 1: Yeah.

Michael : Whereas think about an algorithm. That's something where one can imagine military 
uses as well as the ads that Google delivers me. As well as maybe bank transactions. And 
so today the key technologies that we imagine could shape the future are not 
technologies that come from some deep dark secret military realm. They are 
technologies that, where the cutting edge is actually in Silicon Valley in other places. 
And the key bringing them into the military demands. So there's one change there. And 
then the second thing is emerging technologies like AI often have the potential to be 
really disruptive from the perspective of international politics and influencing what 
countries can do with their militaries, what economic power looks like, the sort of macro 
trends that shape the world.

Speaker 1: So what you're saying is this sort of a role reversal because the military used to be so 
influential with consumer technology or even like NASA or something?

Michael : Yeah, right. Think about the jokes about the Internet as a series of tubes aside, the 
Internet is a spin off in many ways of defense dollars, lots of things. The innovations that 
came out of NASA. Lots of the technology that we use today resulted from military 
investments made in the cold war that then spun off into the civilian world. Think of GPS 
for example, is a classic one. The technology that makes Google maps, not the algorithm 
in Google maps, but the locator technology that makes something like Google maps run, 
originally came from military investments. The issue is that the key technology of the 
future, it seems might be at least some of them are coming from the opposite direction. 
They're coming from the civilian sector into the military sector. So this is a kind of role 
reversal.

Speaker 1: Yeah. Hmm. What did you make at the drone shoot down in Iran?

Michael : So for people that didn't follow it, the drone shoot down was, the U.S. was flying a 
platform called Global Hawker, an RQ-4 is is the military designator for that a drone. 
And it's designed to essentially as to offer capabilities similar to an inhabited aircraft 
called the U-2. Which those like history buffs that are listening might remember from 
the Cold War when a U-2 got shot down over Soviet airspace. So the idea behind the 
Global Hawk is it provides surveillance. You have a bunch of fancy technology on it to let 
you see into another country's territory, lets you understand what the world looks like 
around it. And Iran shot it down. And for a moment it seemed like that might be a 
trigger for escalation between the U.S. And Iran. The tensions have been rising.

Michael : I was a little less worried about and I actually wrote a piece in the Washington Post 
Monkey Cage with some co-authors about this. In that one way to think about what 
countries worry about or sorry ... What people worry about with drones sometimes is 
the notion that it could be the beginning of escalation. They shoot down a drone, we 
shoot down a plane with a pilot in it, they shoot down a bomb, whatever and you're off 
to the races and ends in war. Some of the research that colleagues and I have done, 
suggests that it's actually more likely that drones, because there aren't people in them, 
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are exactly the kind of things that can get shot down without necessarily leading to 
conflict escalation.

Michael : I mean Trump himself, whether one's political opinions of the president aside, the 
president actually made this point explicitly when he said that he didn't authorize a 
military strike on Iran in retaliation because what Iran had shot down was something 
that didn't have a person in it. That by taking people physically off of the aircraft, in 
some ways it makes, it's possible to have some of those interactions while maybe 
making things a little less fraud if when countries start firing away at each other.

Speaker 1: Is that a problem that we don't really have these clear lines anymore for what defines 
what triggers a war?

Michael : I think it is certainly true that it feels like war is a lot less clear than it used to be. When I 
was a kid in school, we learned about, all right, there's the Revolutionary War, the War 
of 1812, the Civil War, maybe the Spanish American War, World War One, World War 
Two, that's what war is. And today it seems a little less clear where you have activities in 
Afghanistan, activities in Iraq, U.S. drones flying in maybe Yemen.

Speaker 1: Cyber attacks?

Michael : Right, cyber attacks. That all seems a little less clear. I think the truth is twofold. I think 
one, it has gotten a little blurrier and that there are cases say like the invasion of Iraq 
that say a hundred years ago might've involved a declaration of formal declaration of 
war by Congress. And in this case 16 years ago did not. But low level conflicts like these 
in some ways had been with us through the beginning. If you're interested in, think 
about U.S. Naval history. The fights against the Barbary Pirates that occurred during the 
Jefferson administration in the very early 19th century. These sorts of low-level disputes 
have been ongoing for a long time. The difference is that in today's media and 
information environment, we find out about them immediately and that is a game 
changer for sure.

Speaker 1: Hmm. Okay. So President Trump recently stepped over into the demilitarized zone, 
which it's hard to be surprised by anything anymore really. But what that even on your 
radar or something that would have happened this soon?

Michael : I mean, president Trump's relationship with Kim Jong-un and the North Korean regime is 
fascinating. In some ways, like in the Iran case, a colleague and I wrote a piece about a 
year when tensions were really high in early 2018. Colleagues and I wrote a piece 
suggesting that war was actually really unlikely. With the reason being that North Korea 
now had a nuclear armed missile that could hit the United States. That you had tens of 
thousands of U.S. troops in South Korea and hundreds of thousands of American 
civilians across South Korea. More civilians and troops in South Korea and Japan. And 
that North Korea had a legitimate chemical weapons arsenal. Not like Assad in Syria like 
hey, here are these two barrels that are in my basement that I didn't disclose to the UN. 
Like an old school, would kill tens of thousands of people kind of chemical weapons 
arsenal. And all of those things would make war really costly.
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Michael : And so that would make it less likely that the United States would fight. Indeed, the 
Trump administration decided to back off a little bit, I think from that hostility. And I 
think that part of this revolves around president Trump's belief in the power of 
personality and the power of relationships and diplomacy. And that he, I think 
genuinely, or not genuinely, I think president Trump is convinced of obviously his own 
diplomatic prowess, but that through establishing good personal relationships with 
leaders like Kim Jong-un, that this will cause North Korea to act in ways that benefit the 
United States.

Michael : And so I think from president Trump's perspective, taking some steps into North Korea 
probably validates, helps improve his relationship with Kim Jong-un, which he thinks will 
benefit the United States. And also generates a lot of publicity. And I think as we've 
learned over the last several years, I mean heck as we've known since the eighties, 
Donald Trump is a master at getting attention and this is another example of the way 
that he was able to through sort of small acts of stage management, generate a lot of 
publicity.

Speaker 1: So you did a Ted Talk here at Penn a few years ago. It was a model that assessed I guess 
likelihood of certain leaders to go into war. And something you said was that Trump is 
actually among the least likely to be a War hawk. Has that been true since?

Michael : Yeah, I mean so I guess my being less worried about escalation with North Korean Iran 
in some ways it's like a continuation of that. I mean so to give context, I coauthored a 
book a few years ago called why leaders fight. That drew on a dataset of over 2000 
leaders and information, all their background characteristics. Like if they served in the 
military, if they went to college, if they were married, if they have children. All of these 
things that research and psychology suggests can really affect your propensity for risk 
and aggression later in life. And we use that then to model the way that the life 
experiences of leaders can systematically shape their propensity to engage in military 
conflict.

Michael : And then we could take that model and we could apply it to potential leaders. I could 
plug in your life characteristics or mine and it'll output essentially a probability that we 
could compare essentially to the American presidents in the dataset. And it turned out 
that Trump showed up in our model is really unlikely, but with a really high confidence 
interval. And by that what I mean is that we couldn't be super confident essentially in 
the prediction. Because what the model is really telling us is we don't have enough 
information or it doesn't have enough information to make a strong judgment.

Michael : That's because Trump's unlike almost any president the United States has had before. 
He has been married several times with multiple kids. His occupation was in the 
business world. But no military experience, no prior political experience. Essentially 
there's not enough information on Trump for the model to grab on because he is so 
different than many other leaders that have been elected in the past. And so in the 
context of our model as well as in some ways American politics as a whole, Trump has 
been a, a rule breaker in how he shows up. And that's made it challenging for many to 
try to understand his behavior.
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Speaker 1:

Michael :

Michael :

Michael :

Michael :

Speaker 1:

Michael :

Speaker 1:

Michael :

So defense spending hasn't really come up in the Democratic primary. I guess I wonder if 
that's surprising to you or if you think that might come up?

I think the Democratic primary is really interesting in the way that it's considering the 
role of American foreign policy and American defense policy. In that you have one set of 
candidates in say Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren, some of the others further on the 
left who say as a matter of their sort of platforms that they'd like to cut defense 
spending, which has been a fairly consistent, I think progressive mantra over the last 
decade or so. You have other candidates, more like say a Joe Biden that are less focused 
on defense pending per se.

I think the big challenge here is what's important from my perspective is less the 
amount of money you spend, although I personally support robust defense spending. 
What research suggests is actually more important is what you spend on. You can spend 
a lot of money on your military and get not a lot in the way of capabilities if you aren't 
doing a good job training your troops, if you're buying outmoded equipment, if you're 
not planning for the right kinds of conflicts. Or you can spend a little less on your 
military and get a lot of bang for your buck if you're optimizing across all of those things.

And so one of the things that that I personally would like to see is, there's this rhetoric in 
the primary when foreign policy or defense comes up about ending forever wars and 
that sort of thing. And we can talk about that if you want. But I think to some extent 
that conflates foreign policy and defense policy. In that even if one ends forever wars, 
even if one say wants to take a step back from defense spending, you still then also 
need to articulate what do you wish to spend on and what are the national security 
issues that the U.S. defense community should be planning for.

And so my hope is that as the primary campaign goes on, I mean I do not have high 
hopes because foreign policy is rarely that critical in a campaign. But my hope as a 
foreign policy wonk, as a defense wonk, would be that we get a little more discussion, 
not just about American foreign policy but also about defense policy.

Hmm. Yeah, I guess explain what you mean by forever wars.

So the ...

I mean, you mean things like Iraq, right? That sort of thing.

Yeah. The United States is now in a position where soldiers born around September 
11th, 2001 are serving in the American military and fighting. We have essentially multi-
generation families fighting in the same conflicts where say the father or mother 
deployed to Iraq and now the son or daughter could deploy to Iraq or Afghanistan. And 
those are, while the United States has fought wars before, certainly even in our lifetime, 
the notion it's become, I think in many places it's become increasingly unclear where 
this would end. What is the moment where the U.S. would leave Afghanistan, where the 
U.S. Would leave Iraq, whether in victory or defeat. What does that actually look like? 
The end state 
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is I think a little less clear to a lot of people and so a lot of candidates are focused on 
ending those conflicts as a foreign policy priority.

Michael : I think the interesting thing is that this is something President Trump frankly has 
expressed interest in as well. I mean that was his, whether details of the 2016 campaign 
aside, President Trump has expressed a lot of skepticism about American military 
intervention around the world and expressed a desire to pull back from a lot of those 
actions. And so in some ways, and this is a case where even though they might disagree 
about the details of how to do it and disagree on a lot frankly about the details of how 
to do it. There are at least some similarities between pieces of what Donald Trump at 
least said that he wanted on the campaign trail and what some of the Democratic 
candidates now say that they want the campaign trail. And that that doesn't mean that 
they agree about a lot, they disagree about a lot. But on this particular notion, the idea 
that the United States needs to spend less time fighting some of these conflicts that 
seem endless abroad and instead invest at home. I think that that's something that a lot 
of political leaders and people in the United States share today.

Speaker 1: What do you think your leadership and fighting model would have to say about 
somebody like Pete Buttigieg whose been a veteran?

Michael : So the ... it's a great question. So Mayor Pete, I think according to our model, off the top 
of my head would show up as pretty middle of the road in that because he deployed to 
a combat zone. So our model essentially has three toggles for military experience. Either 
you have no military experience, you have military experience, but not combat 
experience or you've sort of been in a combat zone, sort of been at least very close to to 
combat. And the leaders most ...

Speaker 1: So the middle would be like George W. Bush or someone like that?

Michael : Right, so George W. Bush would be a classic example of a leader that had some military 
service but not combat experience. And those leaders tend to be the most conflict 
acceptant according to our model because they have a lot of the training and experience 
that makes them think of themselves having knowledge of the military. But without the 
experience of seeing friends die in the battlefield, sort of putting their life on the line, 
that sort of thing. Whereas those that have been in combat say like a President 
Eisenhower, tend on average to, in some ways it averages out almost with people that 
have not had any sort of military service.

Michael : And I mean this was a model, so averaged over all, 2000 people. So that doesn't fit 
everybody. For example, Jimmy Carter also falls in the George W. Bush bucket in terms 
of his military experience. But on average that relationship tends to hold and it tends to 
be a very strong variable. So given that Mayor Pete, I believe deployed to Iraq, my 
instinct would be that would probably place him around an Eisenhower in terms of a 
propensity to use force. Although I'd need to look more closely.

Speaker 1: So let's say you were having dinner, you can invite three people. Anybody living dead, 
who do you want to invite?
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Michael :

Speaker 1:

Michael :

Speaker 1:

Michael :

Speaker 1:

Michael :

Speaker 1:

If I had to invite three people to dinner and let's presume they all in theory could speak 
English and some comprehensive way.

Right. [crosstalk 00:23:18].

And I think it would be super interesting to have Alexander, Tony Bourdain and Mother 
Teresa.

Oh. Why Mother Teresa?

Well someone that devoted their life in an extremely selfless way to purely to helping 
other people. I mean, Mother Teresa is almost a cliche at this point in terms of the 
notion of being sort of selfless and altruistic. In that we know and we also know from 
some ways from varieties of research and different fields that a lot of the behavior that 
we call altruistic isn't actually. And so I think it would be fascinating to try to understand 
more about sort of what motivated her and how she would think about the maybe the 
antics of a Tony Bourdain on the one hand, who tragically passed away too soon. As 
well as somebody like Alexander the Great who had a will to power unlike almost 
anybody in human history.

Yeah. You would think they my clash at dinner but I don't know if Mother Teresa would 
engage.

Right, exactly right. Personality wise, she in theory maybe she wouldn't. I don't know, 
who knows. But honestly that would probably change like every week if you asked me 
to like toss additional people on. I'd be super curious to know what one of America's 
tech titans would say at that table, say like an Eric Schmidt or a Bill Gates or like a Steve 
Jobs.

Now I just keep thinking about what Donald Trump would come up with a nickname for 
Mother Teresa. That's just horrible that he could tweet out.

Michael : Nothing fit for the consumption of the Penn community.

Speaker 1: Right. So what is your favorite places you've traveled to?

Michael : Wow. I mean, I've been really fortunate as somebody that studies international politics 
to have the opportunity to travel to a lot of places in this world. Although, certainly not 
every place in this world. I will say is somebody that is interested in beer. I just went to 
Brussels last week for a conference that a Perry World House, Penn's hub for global 
engagement where I'm Associate Director, was helping out with a piece of. And got to 
sort of go around to a lambic brewery that's been around since the early 20th century. 
It's the only spontaneous fermentation brewery left sort of in Brussels itself as well as to 
try a couple of Belgian beers that aren't available in the United States and that was 
super exciting.
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Speaker 1: Did you have like a favorite brew there?

Michael : I would say the raspberry gose from Cantillon brewing was probably the favorite one 
that I had there.

Speaker 1: Wow.

Michael : I'm probably pronouncing all of those words wrong, but pause on that. I've been really 
fortunate to have the opportunity to go to a lot of cool places. My wife and I went on a 
vacation to Japan in January, 2018 and I had spent a few days there for our conference 
before, but she'd never been. And that was just an extraordinary, like I loved Japan. 
Someday I'd love to go there on a sabbatical semester or something to spend a little 
time there.

Michael : There are elements of the culture that are very similar to the United States and 
elements of the culture that are genuinely really different, but in fascinating ways. And 
Japanese food is incredible. It's so much deeper than just sushi, like Benihana and sushi 
is basically the way we think about Japanese food often in the United States. But there's 
so much more there. And it was amazing to get to explore Tokyo and Kyoto and not on a 
conference but on vacation. And often when I go to places, no matter how cool, I'm 
spending a lot of that time in a hotel.

Speaker 1: Right.

Michael : So it was great to be able to actually get out and see some things.

Speaker 1: What is your favorite place to spend time on campus?

Michael : I mean, I feel almost obligated to say that my favorite place to spend time on campus is 
the place that we're sitting right now, which is Perry World House, the University of 
Pennsylvania's provost level hub for global engagement. We're located at the corner of 
38th and Locust and everybody, students, faculty and staff should feel free to come by 
at any time to join us for a variety of programming throughout the academic year.

Speaker 1: Yes, absolutely.

Michael : But the seriously, Perry World House is actually an extraordinary space and that the 
open concept on both the first floor and the second floor is designed on purpose to be 
inclusive and create a sense of community. And I think the building genuinely does that. 
And this is a place that's supposed to be both interdisciplinary and focused on bridging 
the gap between academia and the policy world. And given my own experiences in 
things from academia to the US Defense Department. That's a mission that I really agree 
with. And so this has become sort of an extraordinary home for me and many others on 
campus, both students, faculty and staff.
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Michael : But I mean really it's incredible to be at a university like Penn where there are so many 
amazing spaces to so many amazing spaces to hang out. And I have an office over in the 
political science department, the new Perelman building. Or sorry, I think we're legally 
obligated to say the Perelman Center for Political Science and Economics. Full name. 
Don't worry. I got it. I have an office there and honestly some of my favorite days at this 
point are days when I can just go spend some time with my colleagues over there having 
lunch with them shooting the breeze about who's doing well in the Democratic primary 
or some things we were just talking about. What Trump just did in the demilitarized 
zone. Getting to have those conversations with so many smart people that come from 
really different perspectives is one of the reasons why it's amazing to be and I'm 
amazingly fortunate to be at a university like Penn.

Speaker 1: Mm-hmm. What are you reading right now?

Michael : What am I reading right now? What I would like to tell you that I'm reading right now is 
some like really in depth fiction novel that people will nod and say is really smart even 
though most people haven't really read it. That's not true. I mean honestly the truth is 
that I don't actually read as much as I used to or would like to from a fiction perspective. 
I think I spend all day reading in one way or another for research purposes. And so when 
I get home often a deep novel that really makes you think is not necessarily my ...

Speaker 1: Escape.

Michael : The thing that I want to do. I will say like I read the heck out of the Game of Thrones 
books and please George R.R. Martin, especially given the way the show ended, release 
Winds of Winter, maybe Dream of Spring, that'd be terrific.

Speaker 1: I don't know. I think he might die before that ever happens.

Michael : Right? I mean who knows, at this point. I mean he's not a young dude.

Speaker 1: Right.

Michael : I mean look, lifespans are expanding. George, if you're listening, which you're not, I have 
every faith and confidence in you but please, that'd be terrific.

Speaker 1: He just announced a video game project too. So it's funny that he's doing all these side 
things and just, he's such a classic writer that way.

Michael : Like he needs more to do.

Speaker 1: Finding everything he can possibly do to not write.

Michael : Quick, quick, quick side story though. One of the most fun things I've done that was the 
intersection essentially of some of that and then my professional world was right before 
season eight debut, I wrote a piece for the Washington Post Monkey Cage on whether 
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we should think about dragons in the Game of Thrones universe more as weapons of 
mass destruction, like nuclear weapons, or more as air power.

Michael : And to do this, I got my undergraduate research team to go through every instance of 
battle in Game of Thrones and look at both with and without dragons. And look at 
whether using dragons made you more likely to succeed, how they were used and then 
wrote up this little piece. And a couple of people were like, are you really supposed to 
use research assistants like that. So I asked my [inaudible 00:31:45], I was like, hey, what 
do you think about this? And they were like, that was the coolest assignment you have 
ever given us. Like why can't everything we can, all the things you ask us to do be like 
that.

Speaker 1: That's great.

Michael : But yeah, so that kind of stuff. I mean honestly, I'm a pretty simple person. I mean I 
watch a lot of sports, probably too much and I'm interested in pop culture and movies 
like that. And given what I just said about books this will not be shocking, I'm a movie 
person, not a film person. And the Avengers are movies, things with subtitles are films. 
Things that have stadium seating or movies. Things that play at the Ritz down in old city 
are films.

Speaker 1: So you like movies?

Michael : Yeah. There's nothing wrong with films. I can get into a film every once in a while, but 
I'm a movie person.

Speaker 1: Yeah. Is there a movie this summer that you're pining to see?

Michael : I mean now that we're through, I was super excited for Avengers end game. I don't even 
know how I'm going to wait until December for the next Star Wars movie. I mean the 
new Spiderman movie comes out today actually and I'm sure that I'll see that. That's the 
movie on my radar right now that I'm probably most likely to see. I mean I have a six 
month old at home. It's like getting to the movies is a little more challenging than it used 
to be.

Speaker 1: Toy story or something?

Michael : Whatever. Yeah, we'll figure it out. I mean look, the Toy Story movies are great, but do I 
need a movie just designed to make me cry? I don't know if you've seen the Toy Story 
movies, but I feel like the Toy Story movies are like, it's like there's somebody sitting ...

Speaker 1: No wonder you hate films.

Michael : It's like they have a panel of people as they're producing the movie and they look back 
and people that are editing it look back to see is there enough weeping in the cheap 
seats? If there's enough weeping, we're on the right track, let's keep going. And no, but I 
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love those movies. They're terrific. I'll probably see Toy Story four at some point. Less 
likely to be in the theater.

Speaker 1: Yeah.

Michael : But yeah, so I would say it's probably from what I know is coming out, it's probably 
Spiderman or bust. But I'm sure there's like plenty of stuff. Even though the reviews 
were not great, I'm sure I will see Men in Black International. Even though ...

Speaker 1: That one really came and went. I blinked and missed it.

Michael : Right, exactly. And Sophie Turner after her unbelievable award-winning turn in game of 
Thrones. Dark Phoenix, wait that was in the movies?

Speaker 1: Turned to a crash and burn.

Michael : Yeah. Seriously. I suspect I will see both of those, but again more likely to be on a flight 
to another country or on demand at some point in the future.

Speaker 1: Would you consider yourself a neat and tidy person or an organized chaos kind of 
person?

Michael : Is my wife listening? I think that I am... I would say I am neat and clean but not 
necessarily tidy. And by that what I mean is most of the spaces that I live in work in, 
tend not to have, they're not dirty spaces and they tend to be orderly spaces but there 
might be a few too many stacks of books or other things lying around at times. Then 
what might be optimal, what is it like Marie Kondo, is that her name? The...

Speaker 1: Does it spark joy?

Michael : Yeah. Does it spark joy? I think lots of things spark joy apparently based on her 
framework and so probably have a few too many things. We were over my political 
science office, I know the new trend among lots of professors, especially junior 
professors as you know, clean office without a lot of books, like whatever, whatever. My 
office is lined with books.

Speaker 1: Can you be a professor if your office is not lined with books?

Michael : Well, right. I mean isn't that part of the shtick? I mean well look, when I came to Penn, 
my wife got me a pipe even though I don't smoke and a jacket with elbow patches. She 
was like look, now you and professor garb. It's great.

Speaker 1: That's lovely. And last question, what gives you hope? And you can interpret that 
however you want.
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Michael : All right, let me tell you what gives me hope in three parts I think because I can't really 
decide between choosing just one. I think the first thing that gives me hope is my 
daughter Molly, who's six months old. And who I love fiercely every day in a way that I 
had hoped but could never possibly have imagined and really understood before my 
wife and I were fortunate enough for her to come into our world. And seeing her grow 
and change every day, I think it's hard not to believe that there's a whole people her age 
aren't caught up in the polarized politics of the United States or tragedies involving 
people in Sin Jong or the Rohingya.

Michael : Although children as young as them are caught up in some of those things in those parts 
in the world. And that is a tragedy. But I don't really have a great vocabulary to 
articulate it, but in some ways Molly gives me hope for the world. I would say the 
second thing that gives me hope for the world are Penn students, which I realize sounds 
a little bit corny, but every day I come to work and get to meet and work with some of 
the smartest people in the world. And these students have, they show up at Penn with 
backgrounds that frankly mean I have no idea how I got into college anymore. But 
they're tremendously bright and curious and excited about making the world a better 
place. And it's my job to help them be their best selves and learn about the world.

Michael : And I've had so many rewarding experiences working with Penn students and so those 
experiences make me optimistic that they will help make our world a better place. The 
third thing that makes me optimistic about the world is the country we're in, the United 
States. I know that it is in vogue to think that the United States has problems and things 
are going wrong, whatever, whatever. But America's got its flaws certainly, its had its 
flaws in the past and it will have its flaws in the future. But look, America is awesome. I 
mean, it is one of the greatest forces for freedom and the improvement of human life 
that the world has seen. And yeah, there is terrible stuff that the United States has 
done. And yeah, the United States will probably continue to do terrible things. But the 
United States more often than not, finds a way to do the right thing. Even if it explores 
all other options first. And so I'm optimistic that our country will come out of this period 
of polarization, hopefully in a stronger and a better place.

Speaker 1: This podcast is a production of the Office of University Communications at the 
University of Pennsylvania. We hope you'll join us again soon for another session of 
office hours.




